Corrigendum

In partial modification of Order No. F.PA/Addl.RCS/Policy/2014, it is hereby ordered that Para 4(b) and (c) of the said order stand modified to the extent that serial numbering of paras of files and repair of torn and mutilated noting and correspondence side is to be carried out by the recipient zones after receiving the same.

2. The deadline for completion of work shall remain the same.

This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

(K.K. BHALLA)
Deputy Registrar(Policy).

To
All Dy. Registrars, O/o the RCS, GNCTD
All Asstt. Registrars, O/o the RCS, GNCTD

Copy for information to:
1. P.S. to RCS
2. Spl. Registrar, RCS
3. Additional RCS.

(K.K. Bhalla)
Deputy Registrar(Policy).